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We investigate the evolution of microscopically localized flow under a constant applied strain in apparent elastic region of a prototypical metallic glass (MG). The distribution and evolution of energy barriers and relaxation time spectra of the activated flow units in MG with time are obtained via activation-relaxation method. The results show that the unstable nano-scale liquid-like regions acting as flow units in the glass can be activated by external stress, and their evolution with time shows a crossover from localized activation to cascade as the proportion of the flow units reaches a critical percolation value. The flow unit evolution leads to a mechanical elastic-to-plastic transition or macroscopic plastic flow. A plausible diagram involved in time, stress, and temperature is established to understand the deformations and the flow mechanisms of MGs and could provide insights on the intriguing dilemmas of glassy nature, the flow units, and their correlations with the deformation behaviors in MGs. The structural origins of elastic and plastic deformations and relaxation behaviors of metallic glasses (MGs) have been the research focus of material science and condensed matter physics for decades. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Intensive work concentrated on the macroscopically plastic flow in MGs. [6] [7] [8] However, the elastic to plastic transition process under loading as well as its microstructural origin in MGs has not been paid enough attention, and its mechanism is unclear yet due to the lack of clear structural information. The plastic flow in MG is generally attributed to activated processes that involve collective motion of tens of atoms, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] which occurs initially in some local regions of shear transition zone with higher potential energy. Recent experiments and numerical simulations work of Delogu, 17 Atzom, 18 and Egami [19] [20] [21] also demonstrate that when a glass subject to stress, which is much smaller than its normal yield strength, can also undergo an extremely slow flowing, which is hard to be detected within a short period of time due to the slowness. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Besides, the glass can even flow if the time is long enough (or the strain rate is small enough), which has been confirmed by experiments in the case of lower applied stress and temperature. [27] [28] [29] It is found that the microscopically localized flow in the apparent elastic regime of MG is markedly different from the stress-induced instantaneous flow of yielding and the subsequent plastic flow. 22, 27, 28, 30, 31 The loading in the apparent elastic regime induces irreversible structural changes, accompanied by an increase in the stored heat of relaxation (which can be used to measure the "defects") and marked mechanical properties change. 27, 28, 30, 31 The understanding of the flowing phenomena and the structural evolution path of the elastic to plastic transition with time during loading in the apparent elastic regime, especially its correlation with their mechanical behaviors, are of crucial fundamental and practical importance. However, little work has been done on the effects of time on elastic to plastic transition in MGs due to the inaccessible long time scale. 27, 32 Stress relaxation is a sensitive and effective instantaneous activation-relaxation technique to qualitatively investigate the properties of the flow units as well as their evolution as a function of time, temperature, and stress in MGs. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] In this work, we apply this technique to investigate the distribution and evolution of energy barriers and relaxation time of flow units in the flowing process before yielding in MG. The results clearly reveal the slow flow with the activation and evolution process of the flow units and the evolution of structural and dynamic heterogeneities. Plausible correlations among time, evolution of flow units, dynamic and structural heterogeneities, and microscopic flow to macroscopic yielding transition of MGs are established and interpreted using the perspective of flow units. A diagram involved in time, stress, and temperature is established to understand the deformations and the flow of MGs.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
We selected Zr 44 Ti 11 Cu 10 Ni 10 Be 25 (Vit1b) MG, which has large apparent elastic regime (2%), good glass-forming ability, and high thermal stability, to study the slow flow upon time. The ribbon samples were prepared by melt spinning. The structures of the as-cast alloys were ascertained by X-ray diffraction (XRD), and thermal analysis was carried out using different scanning calorimetry (DSC, Perkin-Elmer DSC8000) at a heating rate of 0.33 K/s under a constant flow of high purity argon gas. The onset temperatures of the glass transition T g and the crystallization event T x of Zr 44 test temperature in argon atmosphere. The stress relaxation experiments were performed on Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) of TA Q800 Instruments in an argon-flushed atmosphere at 453 K. Before the experiment, 3 min delay was applied to allow the samples to equilibrate at test temperature.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We apply stress relaxation method to investigate distribution and evolution of energy barriers of the activated flow units in the apparent elastic region with time. The stress decay at a constant strain of 0.4% within the nominal elastic region and the followed strain recovery after unloading at 453 K were recorded. Figure 1(a) shows representative stress relaxation experiment curve of Zr 44 Ti 11 Cu 10 Ni 10 Be 25 MG at 453 K with time of 3600 s. The stress shows a rapid decrease from the initial value and then slows down gradually with time. We unloaded the applied strain and recorded the residual strain recovery behavior subsequent to the stress relaxation processes as shown in Fig. 1(b) . One can see that the total strain can be divided into two parts: elastic strain e e and inelastic strain e ine . The inelastic strain e ine can be divided into two parts: anelastic strain e a and permanent strain e p . After long time loading, permanent deformation appears and only partial applied strain recovers as exhibited in Fig. 1(b) . The results indicate that the longer time stress relaxation induces permanent strain indicating irreversible atomic rearrangements and permanent deformation even in apparent elastic regime in MGs. is a non-exponential parameter related with dynamic heterogeneity and the smaller b indicates larger dynamic heterogeneity of a system. [38] [39] [40] [41] The strain recovery experiments are carried out on various samples that have previously been stress relaxed at the strain of 0.4% for different times such as 300 or 36 000 s. To get the evolution of permanent strain with time, we use the KWW function of (e t À e p )/(e 0 À e p ) ¼ exp(Àt/s c ) b to fit the recovery curve [see Fig. 1(b) ], where s c is the average relaxation time, b is a non-exponential parameter, and e p is the permanent strain. From the strain recovery experiments, the evolution of the permanent strain with time is shown in Fig. 2(b) , where one can find that the permanent strain increases with the increasing time in the apparent elastic regime, indicating that as the time increasing, the more applied elastic strain is converted to permanent strain in MGs. Figure 3(a) shows the evolution of the coefficient b obtained from the KWW fitting of the stress relaxation curves upon time of the MG. Generally, the value of b decreases with increasing time, indicating the MG becomes more inhomogeneous with time. And the time dependent b evolution can be divided into two obviously different stages as indicated in Fig. 3(a) , which clearly reveals the activation and evolution processes of flow units during the flow process under loading. For the short time loading, the value of b shows an exponential decay behavior (red line) and the value of b rapidly decreases to about 0.33 due to the activation and proliferation of the potential flow units in this region. As has been noted by Cheng, 42 Demkowicz, 43 and Bailey et al., 44 the fast exponential decay indicates a localized process, which is well consistent with the analysis above. However, with longer time (>1 h), the value of b shows a much slower power law decay behavior (green line), and the b value slowly decreases to about 0.22 due to the coalescence of the high density flow units. 33 Both experiments 22 and simulations 45 in glassy materials have shown that the power law decay indicates the steady state of flow process. The results clearly exhibit the crossover from localized flow to cascades, which is related to the evolution of flow units with time in the elastic region of MG. Fig. 3(b) shows the evolution of the average relaxation time s c obtained from the KWW fitting of stress relaxation curves upon the time of the MG. And the time-dependent s c evolution also can be divided into two obviously different stages, which is similar to the change tendency of b.
The stretched exponential fashion of the stress relaxation behavior indicates that the flow units are not uniform in MGs, and the distribution and evolution of activation energy of flow units in MGs can be estimated based on the stress relaxation curves using an activation energy spectrum model. 46 The activation energy spectra of the activated flow units of the MG at various time are shown in Fig. 4(a) . The apparent activation energy spectrum can be fitted by Gaussian stochastic distribution, indicating that the statistical energy barrier distribution of the flow units is heterogeneous, and only those flow units with energy barrier E < E c (the critical value of energy barrier) contribute to the flow progress. The activation energy spectra shift toward the higher value and their full width at half maximum (FWHM) increases with time, confirming more flow units with higher energy barriers are activated at longer time, which is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Both the FWHM and the E c increase during flow upon time and can also be separated as two regions, which is similar to the change trend of b coefficient during the flow with time, implying that the energy barrier distribution of the flow units becomes more dispersive, and more flow units with higher activation energies are engaged into the stress relaxation process at longer time. The higher fraction of liquid-like flow units makes MG more heterogeneous.
Our results demonstrate that the slow flow from elastic to plastic transition in MGs upon time can be divided into three distinct processes: the flow unit activation process at the beginning of loading (not shown here, because the activation time is very limited at this temperature and applied strain), 37 flow units proliferation process, and flow units coalescence process. For limited time, only few reversible flow units with smaller energy barriers and shorter intrinsic relaxation time can be activated. The isolated and reversible activation of the potential flow units accommodating the flow during elastic deformation are confined within the elastic matrix. 23, 47, 48 With the increasing of time in apparent elastic regime, the flow units with higher energy barrier and larger intrinsic relaxation time are gradually activated, and the concentration of flow units increases, and this leads to the wider flow unit activation energy spectrum and more inhomogeneous, 47 corresponding to the flow units proliferation. When the time is further increased, the adjacent weak-bonded regions around flow units are also gradually transformed into liquid-like state, and the elastic shell of the isolated flow units will collapse and lead to the rapid increase of the size and fraction of the flow units. When the concentration of the flow units reaches a critical value, a connectivity percolation of flow units or liquid-like zones occurs corresponding to the coalescence process. 23, 31 At this stage, the liquid-like flow units lead to macroscopically plastic events. This process is similar to the thermally driven glass to supercooled liquid transition 31 and the strain induced elastic to plastic transition. 47 Our results also demonstrate that enough long time can activate more unstable and nano-scale liquid-like flow units and load to the transition of localized flow to plastic flow in the elastic regime in glasses. According to the elastic model, 3, 49 for a flow unit with intrinsic relaxation time s 0 , if the observation time t 0 is long (t 0 ) s 0 ), the flow unit is liquid-like. However, if the observation time t 0 is very short (t 0 (s 0 ), the flow unit is solid-like. And this is the intrinsic reason for the time dependent properties of the MG. The relation of the volume fraction of flow units c and the loading time (equivalent to the observation time) t of the MG can be estimated as 50 
, where n is a constant, c c is the yield strain limit, G is the shear modulus of the MG, T is temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, and s is the average relaxation time of flow units. This equation indicates that the density or the volume fraction of flow units in a MG is time dependent, and the fraction of the activated flow units become so big with extended loading time that the MG shows liquid like behavior. The result indicates that the enough long loading time can lead to homogeneous flow phenomenon even in the nominally elastic regime. 47 The loading time, which is equivalent to the stress and temperature, can result in glass transition or plastic flow in MGs.
Previous work 12,31,50-52 and this work show that the loading time or the observation time, equivalent to temperature and stress, is one of the key parameters to glass transition or plastic deformation in MGs, and the change of any of them has equivalent role in glass transition or plastic deformation. So, a diagram of the flow for both plastic deformation and glass to liquid transformation of a MG can be constructed as shown in Fig. 5 based on the concept of flow units. We draw a horizontal cross-section through point t 0 , which represents the usual experimental observation time scale (100 s) of glass transition and the temperature corresponding to point of the usual T g and the stress corresponding to point of the usual yield stress r y . The divergence in observation time axis reflects that in a sufficiently short time scale, any viscous liquid behaves like a solid glass, and a solid glass can show flow behavior or can be viewed as viscous liquid when the time scale is extended to infinite. 49 The diagram can help to rationalize and unify the description of apparently diverse transitions between liquid-like and solidlike flow behaviors in MGs.
IV. CONCLUSION
We demonstrate that, at fixed temperature and stress, enough long time can activate unstable and nano-scale liquid-like flow units and load to the transition of localized flow to plastic flow in the apparent elastic regime in glasses. We show that the evolution process of the flow units with the loading time can be divided into three distinct processes: the flow unit activation process, proliferation process, and coalescence process. The observation time or loading time, which is equivalent to the stress and temperature, can result in glass transition or plastic deformation, and a plausible diagram involved in observation time, stress, and temperature is established to describe elastic to plastic flow or the glass transition in MGs. 
